Reviewed by: Ken Albala, University of the Pacific This collection of essays follows up Food in the Middle Ages in the Garland Medieval Casebooks series, since taken over by Routledge. Presumably still printed from camera-ready copy as before, the production values are not very high. Despite this, the book assembles some of the leading authorities on medieval cuisine writing today: Constance Heiatt, Carole Lambert, Terence Scully, and the editor, among others. The organizing theme of the essays argues against a long-standing assumption among food historians, that medieval cuisine was essentially monolithic and international and that distinct regional cuisines only emerged in the early modern period. Several of the essays show that while the general flavor preferences associated with the Middle Ages, and often inherited from the Arab world?exotic spices, sweet and sour sauces, almond milk, colored foods?can indeed be found in all medieval cookbooks, the basic substrata of ingredients do differ widely from region to region. And while this was an inevitable consequence of geographical factors, the authors also show that certain dishes and techniques can be characterized as uniquely regional.
Most of the essays provide a general introduction to the historical sources for each region up through the sixteenth century, but it is not entirely clear whether these essays are meant for the novice or the expert. Some assume little prior knowledge, while others enter into fairly complex debates among food historians. Many also refer extensively to work pub lished elsewhere by the authors.
The chapter on Britain does an excellent job in showing that the French influence was not as strong as once believed, and that a distinctly Anglo-Norman style of cookery has more affinities with Italy and Norman Naples in particular. Who could have guessed that the first recipe for ravioli appears in an English cookbook? The emphasis on sweets and sugar, using fruits as cooking ingredients, the obsession with "subtleties" among other unique prefer ences, appears to have influenced English taste well beyond the Middle Ages.
The chapter on Northern France has little trouble pointing out distinct regional char acteristics owing to the large number of medieval French cookbooks. There was a strong emphasis on broths, butcher's meat such as pork and mutton and poultry, but not, as one might expect, much use of dough or omelets. Nor, to counter another clich?, were large game animals so popular, and never great slabs of roasted beef. The dependence on grape products such as verjus (the juice of unripe grapes), wine, and vinegar as flavorings is also pro nounced at an early date, along with ginger, saffron, and sugar.
Southern France is also given thorough treatment, despite the existence of only one brief cookbook from fourteenth-century Languedoc. Although much of the evidence pro vided seems to support the idea that the same basic recipes were just adapted using local ingredients, there does appear to have been a unique Southern French cuisine, even if it did not include tomatoes or a cassoulet. Surprisingly many typical medieval dishes found through out Europe, such as escabeche, aillade (garlic sauce) are now only found around the Mediter ranean. This itself seems to argue that medieval cuisine was more international than it later came to be. But there is evidence of regional distinctiveness?the use of pomegranates, lem ons, chickpeas, saffron, and sugar. All, of course, are legacies of the Moorish influence on The chapter on Germany is very detailed, discussing not only elite cuisine as found in cookbooks, but common food and problems with the food supply during war and famine, and the difficulty of dealing with Lent. There is extensive discussion of dietetic literature as well as other sources. The author argues persuasively that while many features of German cooking share common characteristics with the rest of Europe, there were unique ingredi ents, cooking methods, and flavor preferences. Purees and puddings (mush), fritters and flat cakes, and jellies are just a few examples. A chapter on the Low Countries and their prefer ence for dairy products, especially butter, beef, and fish such as herring concludes the book.
This chapter also includes a detailed account of sixteenth-century monastic meal plans from Haarlem.
In the end, this volume presents a thorough and detailed discussion of the regional dif ferences in medieval cuisine and the influence of geographical, religious, and social factors upon culinary traditions.While it may not entirely dispel the notion that cooking was indeed still very international, and very much influenced by the Arab world, it does help to bring each region into sharper focus, and is an invaluable contribution to our understanding of European cuisine up into the sixteenth century.
